We introduce new compliance models for LADD transmissions which reduce inelastic model errors by an order of magnitude. These errors are due to ber bending, as opposed to the traditionally assumed ber elasticity. The new LADD models are experimentally veri ed and applied to the modeling of concentric LADD devices. The new models are essential for the design of LADD based systems, the online estimation of LADD forces, and accurate control. Details of the design, manufacture and break-in phenomena are given, as well as the rst experimental measurement of LADD e ciency, which is better than 90%.
Introduction
The theoretical developments in control and robotics are highly developed. However, translating these achievements into practical devices is often hindered by the limitations of today's actuation and transmission systems. This is true in particular for electrically actuated systems with fractional horsepower motors, which require a speed reducer (gear) to translate the high-speed, low-torque motor characteristics into the low-speed, high-torques needed at robot joints. The total system mass resulting from using conventional gears can make it very difcult to construct lightweight multi-degree-of-freedom mechanisms, autonomous systems, legged robots, robot hand controllers or active prostheses. Such systems could bene t from LADD transmissions which can be made about an order of magnitude lighter than conventional transmissions.
A LADD (Linear-to-Angular Displacement Device) is a transmission for converting rotational to translational motion 6]. Its basic element is a cell which consists of two rings joined by high strength bers as shown in Fig. 2 : As the cell is twisted, the distance between the rings decreases, thus rotary motion is converted to linear motion. Advantages of LADDs compared to more traditional transmissions like gears or ball screws are high strength, low weight, high e ciency, absence of lubricants, and low cost 11]. Furthermore, LADDs integrate compactly in a muscle-like fashion along robot limbs. These properties make LADDs also attractive in prosthetic applications 10].
For these same reasons, we chose LADD transmissions for our new Compliant Articulated Robot Leg (CARL, Fig. 1 ) design 11, 12] , actuated by ATLAS (AnTagonistic Ladd Actuation System). Compared to traditional transmission designs with harmonic drives or planetary gears, the LADD based approach resulted in weight savings of 30 ? 45%. In addition, since the knee motor is located close to the hip joint, ATLAS increases the leg inertia only by 5% as compared to 50 ? 60% increase for conventional designs 11] . However, during the design and construction of ATLAS we found large discrepancies between the existing models and our experimental results. This made it impossible to design an accurate transmission package like AT-LAS which relies on a single actuator to drive an antagonistic pair of concentric LADDs. This paper explains the source of the errors and provides a more accurate model. CLADD (Concentric LADD) transmissions are composed of two multi-stage LADDs placed coaxially as shown in Fig. 2 . A stationary motor drives one end of the inner LADD while the remaining end of the inner LADD is rigidly connected to one end of the outer LADD. At this connection, the inner and outer LADDs rotate and translate together; it is also where the external load is applied. The remaining end of the outer LADD is xed (no rotation or translation) at a position close to the motor. An advantage of a CLADD over the single LADD is the elimination of the linear slide mechanism at the load end. The pioneering LADD research was done by S. Jacobsen and co-workers 7, 8, 10, 9] . They pointed out early on the importance of LADD compliance for positioning accuracy and dynamic performance. Subsequently, Carruth's thesis 4] reviewed the non-elastic kinematics and discussed tradeo s of di erent LADD arrangements. Tzeng 15] studied the static and dynamic LADD characteristics by linearising about equilibrium states to investigate natural frequencies, mode shapes and frequency response characteristics. The dynamic inelastic and elastic models for a concentric LADD were developed in 13, 14] . Again, the elasticity model was based on ber elasticity, and was not experimentally veri ed.
The paper is organised as follows. Sec. 2 reviews the traditional inelastic models. Before proceeding to verify this model, we detail LADD design and manufacture in Sec. 3. This section is important since LADDs are not commercially available, and there is no published account of their manufacture. Sec. 4 proceeds to describe the experimental setup and reveals the deciency of the inelastic model. Sec. 5 proposes two new LADD models which are subsequently validated experimentally. Based on one of the models a new CLADD model is derived and validated in Sec. 6. Before concluding the paper, experimental results concerning LADD e ciency are presented in Sec. 7 2 Inelastic Models
LADD Model
The inelastic model relating LADD length l versus input rotation derives from its geometry, depicted in Fig. 3 
CLADD Model
In CLADD design, the coaxial positioning of the inner LADD with respect to the outer requires that both LADDs contract by the same amount. The lengths of the inner and outer LADDs, Since each LADD cell has the same length, the full length of both LADDs and thus the CLADD is
(2) A further simpli cation is introduced by giving both LADDs an aspect ratio of unity,
Using (2) and ( 
Now, from (4) and (5) 
For brevity, all calculations for mechanical advantages and load distributions are omitted here, but can be found in 11].
Design and Manufacture
The testing of the models derived above is based on LADD transmissions built in our lab. The design, shown in Fig. 4 , allows for both inner and outer LADDs to be manufactured separately and for co-axial assembly with threaded end pieces. This allows separate inner and outer LADD model validation, and easy replacement of either one. One of the most important decisions was the selection of the link bers. Requirements included high strength, good bonding properties, low creep and high durability for bending and , were considered but neither satis ed all the criteria. Kevlar, an aramid ber, lacks durability while Spectra, a polyethylene ber, exhibits creep. We chose Spectra because we felt that the risk of failure in Kevlar was more serious than the creep in Spectra. The initial creep can be eliminated via proper pre-stretching. Like all cables and bers, Spectra exhibits a continuous creep under steady loads. However, in our LADD application, loading is only intermittent and only approximately 10% of the break strength.
In the manufacturing setup, two LADD end pieces and aluminum cell rings are aligned axially with a mandrel (rod), which also xes the end pieces at the desired total LADD length. A single Spectra 22:7kg line is used to string the entire LADD through the holes in the end pieces. This minimises the problem of dealing with 48 end conditions down to only two, thus producing a more reliable and stronger LADD. Every time the ber is threaded across, a 1:5kg load is used to tension the ber and the tensioned link is bonded at both end pieces with fast-drying Permabond R Adhesive before the next threading.
The rings are then equally spaced with a xture and selected bers are tacked to the rings with fast-drying glue. A twocomponent epoxy (CIBA-GEIGY Araldite R ) is mixed and left to cure for 45 minutes to achieve the proper consistency which prevents it from running up the links. The xtures are then removed and two coats of epoxy are applied to the rotating LADD via a syringe needle. The steady rotation of the LADD during this process provides excellent control over the adhesive application and the subsequent 12 hour drying phase. The LADD is allowed to cure for an additional 48 hours (without rotation) before being disassembled from the mandrel and waiting 7 days before being placed into operation.
Experimental Model Validation

Experimental Setup
Kinematic validation of the LADDs involved testing them under a variety of static loads with the experimental set-up illustrated in Fig. 5 . It consists of a linear arrangement of an 80W DC motor, coupled to a thrust bearing assembly to drive the LADD or CLADD, a linear motion guide, two pulleys and the load. For CLADD testing the linear motion guide was removed. The motor and the pulley are instrumented to measure the motor angle and the LADD linear displacement, respectively. The motor is driven by a servo ampli er which controls the motor current with a 2:5kHz bandwidth and provides a current feed- back signal. This current signal, in turn, can be translated into a motor torque reading via the motor's torque constant.
Experimental Issues
In order to verify LADD models, repeatable and trustworthy experiments are a prerequisite. We found two dominant \break-in" phenomena which have to be eliminated or characterised before modeling can begin. The rst one is ber creep and the second e ect is glue shaping. Both e ects can be minimised by proper break-in procedures described below.
To \break-in" the bers for creep, we applied a 50kg load to each LADD at full extension for 12 hours. Since each LADD was designed with 24 Spectra links, this loading represents 9:2% of each line's 22:7kg break strength. We found substantial break-in creep of 0:64% of total length, which must be eliminated before model validation. Unfortunately, the creep continues at a very slow rate of 0:017%/hr. This does not a ect our relatively short experimental runs, but could be a problem for long term LADD operation.
Glue shaping arises because the epoxy that bonds the Spectra bers to the aluminum rings gives way as the cells are twisted and untwisted repeatedly. We operated the LADDs for 30min at 0:1Hz over the maximum operating range under loads of 12:5kg and 25kg for outer and inner LADDs respectively. The rst 30min tests on four LADDs showed that the kinematics varied noticeably (\break-in" e ect) while the second showed immediate convergence. However, a slow rate of 0:13%=hr remained -substantially higher than the ber creep rate. This rate will decrease with continued operation and should be minimized by choosing harder bonding agents.
Model Validation Results
After the proper LADD break-in procedures, we tested the models developed earlier. The experimental contraction length dl is plotted together with the predictions (1) in Fig. 9 . We obtain errors of up to 18:3% at a 1kg load and 9:2% at a 35kg load. As the motor angle increases, the magnitude of error increases as well and in contrast, as the load F increases, the error reduces. Clearly an error of almost 20% is not acceptable as a basis for design and control with LADDs.
New LADD Model
The results from the previous model validation section establish a clear need for a compliance model, since the modeling error is directly related to the applied load, in addition to the motor angle. While previous work on compliant models 10, 14] simply attributed this to ber elasticity, both our experiments with ber creep 11] and others 5] show that the bers' high sti ness cannot account for this e ect. More important, a model based on ber elasticity would actually be worse than the inelastic model, because it would predict an increasing deviation from the inelastic model with increasing load. In reality, exactly the opposite is the case: the larger the load, the closer the behaviour to the inelastic case.
A close look at a LADD cell in operation shows that the bers have a nite curvature at the boundaries to the rings, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . This Fiber Bending contradicts the inelastic model's assumption that LADD cell ber links remain straight during operation. We observe that ber bending becomes more apparent at large cell twist angles and reduces under high LADD loads. This re ects the increasing modeling errors at large angles and decreasing modeling errors at large forces as shown in Fig. 9 . Thus we are motivated to include a force dependent \ ber bending term," captured in the \Local Compliance Model," described below. 
Local Compliance Model (LCM)
In place of the constant cell ber length L (Fig. 3) , the LCM identi es an e ective cell ber length L e which depends on motor angle and load F. It is termed "local" because it addresses the previously identi ed modeling problem due to ber bending at the source, locally at the level of the individual cell kinematics.
We solve the non-elastic model (1) Fig. 9 are dramatic: The worst case error decreases from 18:3% full scale to 1:3% over the entire load and angle range. We have thus developed and veri ed an improved model, motivated by the physical realities. Given the resulting complex model, the question arises: Can we simplify the model and still maintain accuracy? This question is answered in the next section. As the load force increases, the error term becomes smaller.
Global Compliance Model (GCM)
The GCM identi es a global compliance term g(F). It is considered \global" because it attempts to improve modeling by multiplying the overall contraction LADD length (1) by a factor that accounts for ber bending as a function of LADD loading. Unlike the LCM, the GCM is developed after the inelastic model l( ) is developed, and is of the form l( ; F) = l( )g(F ); g(F) = a 1 e a2F + a 3 :
The coe cients a i are determined using curve ts to experimental data as above. For each constant load run, we used the experimental data and inelastic model predictions with least squares to evaluate a single value for g(F) for (7) . By evaluating respective g(F)s for various loads, the coe cients a i were evaluated through curve tting. The worst case error of 1:5% for this simpli ed global compliance model (GCM) is only minimally worse than that of the physically motivated and more complex LCM. Therefore we prefer to use the simpler GCM for further modeling e orts. given by (1) . The maximum error is 18.3% at a 1kg load (top) and 9.2% at a 35kg load (bottom). Both LCM and GCM models are indistinguishable from the experimental data. The plots on the right show an error reduction down to 1:5% full scale independent of the applied load.
New CLADD Model
The new CLADD model is developed similarly as presented in Sec. 2. From (7) the change in lengths for the inner LADD, assuming the outer and inner LADDs are made to be of equal length at zero relative rotation, is given as
The relation for the outer LADD is obtained by simply exchanging the subscripts i with o. Equating the contraction length of the inner and outer LADDs and giving both an aspect ratio of unity, we obtain Unlike the CLADD model presented in Sec. 2, we are not able to obtain a simple relation between i and o . As before, the total input rotation of the driving source, the motor, is shared by both LADDs, = i + o : The load distribution over the two LADDs is given as
where F i + F o = F: (9) To verify the model we solved numerically the above equations using experimental data for ; F; and . For large loads of 50kg both the inelastic model (4), as well as our new CLADD model derived from the two LADDs' GCM model are within 3% of the experimental data. But again, just like with the individual LADDs, the di erences increase with decreasing load, since the ber bending e ect is increasing. At a load of 10kg, for example, the inelastic CLADD model results in a worst case error of 20%. In contrast, with our new model, the error is substantially reduced, and remains bounded to within 5% 11].
CLADD E ciency
One of the key gures of merit of a transmission is its e ciency. We de ne the overall CLADD e ciency as the total output useful work in the form of weight displacement Fdl, over the total input motor work d ,
The e ciencies of two CLADDs for increasing load are displayed in Fig. 10 . Average e ciencies over full contractions of CLADD 1 varied from 88% for a 5kg load to 93% for a 50kg load, with similar results for CLADD 2. E ciency increased with load because a relatively smaller portion of the motor torque is used to overcome friction. These e ciencies are as good as those of traditional devices: standard harmonic drive gearing e ciencies are normally in the 80 90% range 3] and ball screws under normal operation o er 90 95% 2]. 
Conclusion
Our work with LADDs has revealed a substantial error between the traditionally used inelastic kinematic model based on a simple geometric derivation and our experimentally observed data. We have identi ed the underlying e ect to be not ber elasticity, but ber bending. Two new compliance models, a Local Compliance Model (LCM) and a Global Compliance Model (GCM) were introduced, one of them modeling the ber bending e ect explicitly. Both models resulted in a reduction of the worst case error by an order of magnitude.
Based on improved knowledge about LADD's properties, their manufacturing methods, and more accurate models, these interesting devices could nd applications in electrically actuated autonomous systems or other motion control application where weight and space are critical.
